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ABSTRACT
The Modeling and Analysis of Semiconductor Manufacturing (MASM) conference and related previous
conferences have emerged from the Joint European Submicron Silicon Initiative (JESSI)/ SEMATECH
collaboration project in the late nineties of the last century. The Measurement and Improvement of
Manufacturing Capacity (MIMAC) data sets, which also include a simulation model of an Infineon facility,
served for decades as reliable simulation reference models with substantial complexity to test academic
solutions for research questions coming from academia itself and from the industry. More than a thousand
of peer-reviewed publications speak an impressive language on the academic and industry coverage of
MASM. Discrete-event and agent based simulation have moved from the tool and factory level to the entire
semiconductor supply chain and sometimes even beyond covering the domains of value chains containing
semiconductors. However, at the heart remained semiconductor manufacturing and semiconductor
development.
With “Horizon 2020” the European Commission has set up the largest international collaborative
research & innovation program. ECSEL, the Initiative on “Electronic Components and Systems for
European Leadership” is the joint strategic European approach building on the JESSI experiences. Projects
under the ECSEL umbrella contribute to reaching the next level for semiconductor development,
manufacturing and supply chains. In this talk, some first results of trend-setting projects will be discussed.
In the long term, it is very likely that new technologies such as Big Data, semantic web, AI with Deep
Learning will change the way how we develop and manufacture semiconductors. The question is: how and
who? MASM has to play a crucial role on the way to answer this question. Clearly, the semiconductor
industry and its related B2B World containing semiconductors have the capacity to lead this change, thus
unlocking the broader innovation potential towards the B2C World.
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